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Abstract
Although calorie restriction and alternate-day fasting have potential for slowing the aging
process while decreasing risk for vascular disease, diabetes, cancer and dementia, a
“carbohydrate-concentrated” diet strategy, entailing long daily periods of carbohydrate
abstinence, may prove to be a much more practical strategy for achieving these aims. The life
extension and healthy aging benefits of calorie restriction appear to be mediated primarily by
sustained reductions in plasma levels of insulin, free IGF-I, and glucose, which in turn induce
down-regulation of Akt and mTORC1, and up-regulation of Sirt1, AMPK, and the FOXO
transcription factors. The health protective consequences of these effects include up-regulation
of apoptosis – helping to rid the body of pre-cancerous cells – and autophagy, which aids control
of oxidative stress while clearing cells of structurally damaged proteins and membranes.
Increased FOXO activity boosts expression of many antioxidant enzymes and aids DNA repair;
increased Sirt1 activity has an anti-inflammatory impact. Calorie restriction also promotes
central neuroprotection by increasing brain expression of neural growth factors, Sirt1, and heat
shock proteins. The benefits evoked by calorie restriction are not crucially dependent on calorie
deficit per se, since alternate day fasting has likewise been shown to increase maximal lifespan
and promote neuroprotection – even if animals maintain their previous calorie intakes by eating
ravenously on the fed days. Hence, repeated prolonged episodes of diminished insulin, free IGFI, and glucose appear sufficient to achieve the aging retardant and health benefits associated with
calorie restriction. Modified alternate-day fasting – allowing modest calorie intake during the
“fasting” days – has shown clinical utility for ameliorating inflammatory disorders and
promoting weight loss, but is probably too rigorous to achieve widespread popularity.
Carbohydrate-concentrated (CC) diets – in which most of the day’s carbohydrate intake is
segregated to one main meal, and optional accessory low-carb meals are allowed – appear to
have considerable utility for weight control, and their prolonged periods of relatively low insulin,
free IGF-I, and glucose may evoke to some degree the manifold health and pro-longevity
benefits seen in calorically-restricted or alternate-day-fasted rodents. Moreover, adherence to
such regimens appears to be quite feasible, as suggested by the widespread popularity of the CC
diet program promulgated by Drs. Rachael and Richard Heller as a weight control strategy. CC
diets composed of plant foods are likely to have the greatest positive impact on health and
longevity, as they should reduce plasma IGF-I levels, while also promoting muscle insulin
sensitivity and thereby down-regulating insulin secretion.
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Calorie Restriction Slows the Aging Process
It is well known that, in rodents, sustained calorie restriction – allowing rodents to eat only 6080% of the calories they would eat if given free access to food – can extend not only their
average lifespan, but also their maximum lifespan by as much as 50%. (Maximum lifespan refers
to the average lifespan achieved by the 10% of a population that survives longest – though this
term is also sometimes used to refer to the longest life that a member of a given species has
achieved.) This increase in maximum lifespan is literally associated with a delay in the aging
process in many respects; in other words, the onset of many functional decrements and cosmetic
changes characteristically seen with aging is significantly delayed. In particular, the onset of
cancer tends to be delayed; calorically-restricted rodents might or might not experience the same
lifelong incidence of cancer as rodent who are not restricted, but at any given age, fewer of the
calorically restricted animals would have developed cancer. And there is a comparable delay in
the onset of other common fatal non-infectious disorders in rodents, such as kidney failure.
Moreover, calorie restriction is quite protective to the brain, in part because it increases the
expression of certain neural growth factors, antioxidant enzymes, and heat shock proteins that
improve the tolerance of neurons for oxidative stress and a number of types of toxic insult, and
that can promote repair of the damaged brain. Remarkably, calorie restriction boosts brain levels
of neural precursor cells that can generate new neurons, thereby promoting learning and brain
repair. And calorie restriction has shown protective effects in rodent models of Alzheimer’s,
Parkinson’s, and Huntington’s diseases, as well as of stroke.1
A meta-analysis of rodent calorie restriction studies by Merry concludes that the increase in
mean and maximal lifespan achieved by calorie restriction is linearly proportional to both the
degree of calorie restriction, and the proportion of total lifespan that calorie restriction is
implemented.2 If these findings are also pertinent to humans, the implication is that even a
modest degree of calorie restriction implemented for a significant part of one’s lifetime might
have a worthwhile impact on rate of aging and life expectancy.
Pertinent Experience in Primates – Okinawans and Macaques
Speaking in favor of this possibility is a remarkable natural experiment on the island of Okinawa.
Prior to the 1970s, people on Okinawa, on average, were consuming about 11% fewer calories
daily than would be considered appropriate for their modest BMIs of about 21.3 This reflects the
fact that their dietary staple, sweet potato, is rather calorically dilute. Also, their agriculture was
somewhat inefficient and prone to episodic crop failures; this gave rise to an ethic that food
should be conserved, and that people should not completely fill their stomach at meals. This
may help to explain why the mean and maximal lifespan of elderly Okinawans today is about 5
years longer than that of Americans. Indeed, Okinawans are known for having the highest
proportion of centenarians in the world. Moreover, a reliable biomarker of aging, serum levels
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of the hormone DHEA (which declines steadily during aging), is significantly higher in aging
Okinawans than in Americans of comparable age; thus, not only do they live longer, but their
rate of aging truly appears to be slowed. And this despite that fact that they haven’t been
calorically restricted since the 1970s!
The possibility that calorie restriction can indeed slow aging in primates appears to be supported
by ongoing studies at the Wisconsin National Primate Research Center, where the impact of
lifelong 30% calorie restriction is being evaluated in rhesus macaque monkeys. The data
accumulated to-date show that calorie restriction prevents or postpones the onset of insulin
resistance syndrome and its complications, and retards the onset of cancer and other age-related
disorders that can be fatal.4 Perhaps surprisingly (as calorie restriction does not promote
anabolic activity), it also retards the onset of sarcopenia – the progressive loss of muscle mass
typically seen with aging.5 Calorie restriction has not influenced mortality from causes unrelated
to aging - complications of anesthesia, injury, endometriosis, gastric bloat. (By analogy, you
would not expect calorie restriction to protect humans from car wrecks or appendicitis.) But at
any given age, the monkeys who were calorie restricted were only one-third as likely as
unrestricted monkeys to have died from age-related causes – cancer, diabetes, and cardiovascular
diseases; this reduction in risk is highly statistically significant. Particularly notable was the
impact of calorie restriction on glucose metabolism – at the time of the last report, 16 of 38
control monkeys had developed diabetes or pre-diabetes, whereas none of the restricted monkeys
had this problem. The restricted monkeys naturally were much leaner, the volume of gray matter
in certain regions of the brain was better preserved, and they had a more youthful appearance
when they reached the average lifespan of the species (about 27 years).4, 6 These studies must
progress further before conclusions can be reached regarding average or maximal lifespan.
Scientists are still striving to understand why calorie restriction increases maximum longevity
and delays aging. A reduction in signaling by the key growth factors insulin and IGF-I appears
to be of key importance in this regard. But increased activity of certain enzymes which detect
reduced intracellular energy availability, notable sirtuin-1 (sirt1) and possibly also AMPactivated kinase (AMPK), may play an adjuvant role in this regard.
A Key Role for Down-Regulation of Insulin/IGF-I Signaling
Reduced calorie availability extends maximal lifespan not only in rodents, but also lower
organisms such as yeast, worms, and fruit flies; in each case, reduced signaling by hormones that
are functionally and structurally homologous to the insulin and IGF-I produced in mammals
appears to be a key mediator of this life-extending effect.7 With respect to rodents, calorie
restriction decreases diurnal insulin levels, since less food is ingested to evoke insulin release
and hepatic glycogen stores are less ample; moreover, circulating levels of IGF-I are also
reduced, and this IGF-I is less bioactive owing the an increase in hepatic IGFBP-1 secretion that
results from the lower insulin levels.8 A very key role for decreased IGF-I activity in lifespan
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extension is suggested by the fact that, even when given free access to food, mice that have been
genetically bioengineered to produce less IGF-I (owing to a deficit of growth hormone
production, or genetic resistance to the activity of growth hormone), or whose receptors for IGFI are less functional, tend to achieve an increased maximal lifespan.7 (Nonetheless, concurrent
calorie restriction boosts the longevity in these mice still further, indicating that decreased IGF-I
activity is not the sole mediator of the pro-longevity effect of calorie restriction.9) In regard to
humans, a recent study has found that human centenarians, as contrasted to younger people, are
more prone to carry altered forms of the gene for the IGF-I receptor which render the receptor
less responsive to IGF-I or that associate with lower IGF-I levels; this suggests that reduced IGFI signaling in humans may also be associated with increased potential to achieve extreme old
age.10, 11
In their target tissues, insulin and IGF-I activate the mammalian target of rapamycin complex 1
(mTORC1). Recent rodent studies shown that drugs which inhibit this enzyme complex –
namely the immunosuppressive drug rapamycin and the antidiabetic medication metformin – can
extend maximal lifespan in some strains of rodents.12-16 Since rapamycin doesn’t alter levels of
insulin or of IGF-I (metformin may modestly reduce their levels), it can be concluded that
suppression of mTORC1 activity is one of the key mediators of the favorable effects of calorie
restriction on aging.
mTORC1 is a key regulator of an intracellular process known as macroautophagy.17 This
process sweeps cellular proteins and organelles, including mitochondria, into lysosomes, where
they are digested to yield their chemical constituents; these can then be reutilized in
biosyntheses. Although rampant macroautophagy can precipitate cell death, a more gradual but
persistent macroautophagy, when coupled appropriately with increased biosynthesis of new
proteins and organelles, can optimize cellular function by clearing away structurally damaged
proteins and organelles and replacing them with “shiny new” ones. mTORC1 activity suppresses
this protective process.17 For unknown reasons, aging tends to decrease cellular capacity for
macroautophagy, whereas long-term calorie restriction tends to slow or prevent this age-related
loss of capacity. (It is not surprising that acute calorie restriction activates macroautophagy – as
it opposes mTORC1 activity; but why chronic caloric restriction opposes the age-related decline
in capacity for macroautophagy is much less clear.) There is considerable speculation that the
ability of calorie restriction – or other measures which chronically decrease IGF-I or mTORC1
signaling – to activate macroautophagy and, in the long run, to prevent an age-related decline in
this process, is one of the key mediators of the pro-longevity impact of these strategies.18-21
Indeed, it is intuitively appealing that measures which help to keep our cellular proteins and
membranes structurally and functionally pristine could have an “anti-aging” effect. Thus,
Cuervo refers to calorie restriction as “the ultimate cleansing diet”.21
The delay in cancer incidence associated with calorie restriction may be largely attributable to
the fact that insulin/IGF-I activity exerts a pro-proliferative impact on many tissues prone to give
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rise to cancer – thereby increasing the rate at which mutations resulting from inaccurate DNA
replication accumulate in stem cells – while at the same time this activity tends to suppress
protective apoptosis in pre-cancerous initiated cells.22 This latter effect stems from activation of
the kinase Akt as well as mTORC1, each of which work in various complementary ways to
oppose apoptosis.23, 24 Remarkably, Dunn and collegues have shown that in cancer-prone mice
(heterozygous for p53 deficiency and treated with a carcinogen that initiates bladder cancer), the
ability of dietary restriction to slow bladder cancer progression is completely abrogated in mice
receiving continuous infusions of IGF-I.25 With respect to humans, relatively low plasma levels
of IGF-I and/or insulin (the latter can increase IGF-I bioactivity by suppressing hepatic secretion
of IGFBP-1) have been associated with decreased risk for a number of types of cancer.26-30
Moreover, there is recent evidence that Laron dwarves – in whom homozygosity for a
dysfunctional growth hormone receptor leads to markedly lower plasma levels of IGF-I – may be
at exceptionally low risk for cancer.31, 32
Cellular Energy Deficit Activates Sirt1 and AMPK
There is however good reason to believe that factors beyond insulin/IGF-I down-regulation
contribute to the aging-retardant impact of calorie restriction. In particular, activation of the
enzyme sirtuin-1 (sirt1) likely plays a role in this regard. Sirt1, found primarily in the nucleus of
cells, can remove acetyl groups from gene-regulatory proteins that bind to DNA; by removing
these acetyl groups, sirt1 changes the function of these regulatory proteins in a way that
modulates the range of proteins which the cell synthesizes. Sirt1 tends to be activated when
cellular fuels such as glucose or fatty acids are in short supply and insulin/IGF-I are relatively
low (as occurs during fasting or calorie restriction); the resulting increase in sirt1’s activity exerts
a range of effects that suppress inflammation, increase the biogenesis and the fat-burning
capacity of mitochondria, help to prevent cell death by suicide in long-lived cells (such as
neurons and cardiac fibers), boost the expression of antioxidant enzymes, aid DNA repair,
stimulate macroautophagy, and help prevent autoimmune disorders.33-45
Yeast, worms, and flies make enzymes functionally homologous to sirtuin-1in mammals, and
strategies (aside from calorie restriction) which boost the activity of these enzymes in these
lower organisms tend to increase their maximal lifespans.46-48 Hence, it is suspected that an
increase in sirt1 activity may be another of the mediators of the life-extending impact of calorie
restriction in rodents; indeed, one recent study found that, in genetically modified mice that lack
sirt1 activity, calorie restriction fails to increase maximal lifespan.49 In rodents, high daily doses
of the phytochemical resveratrol can activate sirt1 in many tissues, and considerable interest has
been generated by a study showing that resveratrol can diminish weight gain and increase
lifespan in mice fed high-calorie diets.50 Unfortunately, no impact on maximal lifespan was
noted in mice fed a more healthful diet – suggesting that sirt1 may not be sufficient to slow aging
if insulin and IGF-I activities remain rather high; nonetheless, resveratrol had a number of
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favorable functional effects on aging mice, suggestive of healthy aging.51 (Unfortunately, owing
to unfavorable pharmacokinetics in humans, its utility for humans in very much in doubt.)
Another key enzyme activated by low-energy conditions in cells (and hence by calorie
restriction) is AMP-activated kinase (AMPK). This remarkable enzyme has the ability to
increase the activity of sirt1 while simultaneously decreasing the activity of the mTORC1
complex (as you will recall, a key mediator of the effects of insulin and IGF-I).52-55 As we have
noted, the antidiabetic drug metformin, whose clinical benefits reflect activation of AMPK, has
in fact been found to increase the lifespan of some but not all strains of rodents. In human
diabetics, metformin therapy has been associated with decreased risk for cancer, heart attack, and
stroke – and, unlike most other diabetic medications, tends to promote weight loss.56-60 Thus,
some researchers think that metformin may have true “anti-aging” potential.13, 15
It may not be accidental that all of the key “anti-aging” mediators we have discussed – sirt1,
AMPK, and decreased activity of insulin/IGF-I – tend to activate the macroautophagy process
that prevents cellular accumulation of damaged proteins and membranes.
FOXO Factor Activation Promotes Longevity
Other regulatory proteins influenced by the activities of insulin/IGF-I, AMPK, and sirt1 are the
closely related transcription factors FOXO1 and FOXO3a. These function to increase the
synthesis of enzymes which have crucial antioxidant functions – such as catalase and the
mitochondrial form of superoxide dismutase – and others which promote efficient DNA repair.6165
FOXO activity therefore plays a key role in antioxidant defense and in cancer prevention.
Insulin and IGF-I signaling suppress FOXO activity by promoting the exclusion of FOXO
factors from the nucleus and stimulating their degradation. Conversely, both AMPK and sirt1
act on nuclear FOXO factors to boost their activity.66-69 For these reasons, the growth factor
reduction and the cellular fuel shortage associated with calorie restriction tend to promote FOXO
activity, much like they promote autophagy. The FOXO factors are structurally and functionally
homologous to a protein made by worms, known as DAF-16, that is a crucial mediator of the
lifespan-extending impact of calorie restriction in these organisms; calorie restriction activates
DAF-16 in worms, and genetically-altered worms which can’t make DAF-16 get no benefit from
calorie restriction.70, 71 Analogously, in mice that have a genetically diminished capacity to make
FOXO1, calorie restriction, while still extending lifespan, has minimal impact on cancer risk.72
Several variant forms of the FOXO3a gene occur in human populations; these variations
potentially could influence the amount of FOXO3a protein made, and/or the structure and
function of the protein. Studies in several different populations are showing that certain specific
forms of this gene are more common in people who have achieved a ripe old age.73-76 Very
likely, these forms of the gene are more highly active.
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AMPK and Sirt1 also collaborate to promote the nuclear translocation and activation of PPARgamma coactivator-1alpha (PGC-1alpha), which plays a key role in the induction of
mitochondrial biogenesis.77, 78 One of its effects in this regard is to act as a coactivator for
FOXO3a in promoting transcription of genes that code for mitochondrial antioxidant enzymes.64
It undoubtedly is no accident that enzymes which activate macroautophagy (and hence promote
lysis of aging mitochondria) concurrently induce production of new mitochondria.
Slowing Aging - Calorie Restriction Per Se May Not be Necessary
Unfortunately, the calorie restriction literature is of questionable practical significance for
humans, as few humans, on a chronic basis, are likely to subject themselves to significant daily
calorie restriction by obsessively counting calories (except as a temporary measure for treating
obesity). Temporary calorie restriction in the obese is reasonably feasible, since burning fat
derived from excess fat stores can compensate for the deficit of food calories supplied, but once
excess fat is lost, daily calorie restriction becomes much less pleasant; typically, it is associated
with gnawing hunger, anxiety and tiredness. (It is telling that calorically-restricted monkeys
virtually attack the food that is presented to them, and calorically-restricted rodents consume
almost immediately their daily food allotments.) Some rather heroic and stoic members of the
Calorie Restriction Society are succeeding in moderately restricting their calorie intakes on a
chronic basis, but don’t look for this lifestyle strategy to become popular any time soon.
It is therefore of considerable interest that alternate day fasting – fasting animals every other day,
and letting them consume as much as they want on alternate days - has also been shown to boost
maximal longevity in rodents.79-81 Remarkably, this benefit is seen even in strains of mice that
eat twice or nearly twice as many calories on their feeding days as they would consume per day
if given free access to food.82 In other words, alternate day fasting seems to boost longevity even
if there is no net decrement in calorie intake. Presumably, this implies that the metabolic
benefits achieved during intermittent fasts of 36 hours or so – associated with notably decreased
levels of insulin, free IGF-I, and glucose, and likely also up-regulation of sirt1 and AMPK
activity - are not overridden by shorter intermittent episodes in which insulin, free IGF-I, and
glucose are considerably increased.
Mattson has suggested that the moderate stress evoked by intermittent fasting can be viewed as a
type of “hormesis” that amplifies expression of protective cellular factors that in turn work to
delay the aging process. Mattson’s group has also shown that alternate-day fasting has potent
neuroprotective effects on the central nervous system – protecting the brain from oxidants,
chemical toxins, or temporary deficits of blood flow – that are at least as great as those achieved
with daily calorie restriction.83
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Anti-inflammatory Benefits of Modified Alternate-Day Fasting
Unfortunately, clinical evaluations of strict alternate day fasting in non-obese subjects have
concluded that hunger and weakness on the fasting days make it unlikely that most people would
stick with such a regimen in the long term.84 Johnson and Laub have therefore proposed a
“modified alternate-day fasting” regimen, in which 20-50% of ad libitum calorie intake is
allowed on “fasting” days; in their clinical experience, this can achieve far higher compliance
that strict alternate-day fasting. 85-87 They indicate that they have monitored over 500 people
who have attempted this regimen, and note that a wide range of clinical disorders appear to be
benefited by this strategy, including conditions such as insulin resistance, cardiac arrhythmias,
autoimmune diseases (such as rheumatoid arthritis), osteoarthritis, and periodontal disease. In a
more formal 8-week clinical study enrolling overweight people with asthma, they found that
asthma symptoms improved markedly during this period, while initial body weight fell by about
8% and risk factors related to insulin resistance syndrome improved concurrently.86 They also
draw attention to an intriguing Spanish clinical study, published in 1957, in which half the
residents of a retirement home were subjected to alternate-day calorie restriction – receiving 900
calories on restricted days, and 2300 calories on fed days – and the other half of the residents, fed
ad-libitum, served as controls. Over a three year period, the residents subjected to alternate-day
restriction experienced about half as many deaths and days of hospitalization as the nonrestricted control group.85
The marked anti-inflammatory effects seen in the asthma study, and also noted in patients with
various autoimmune disorders undertaking an alternate day modified fasting regimen, is
particularly striking, and may prove to have clinical utility for managing such disorders. Johnson
and Laub note that activation of sirt1 suppresses the pro-inflammatory activity of the generegulatory protein complex NF-kappaB.35, 36 Excessive activation of NF-kappaB is at the root of
many inflammatory disorders – and other scientists have shown that sirt1 mRNA is increased in
the skeletal muscle fibers of people who are engaged in strict alternate day fasting.88 Moreover,
exposure of human liver cancer cells to blood serum obtained from people who have been doing
alternate day fasting increases the level of sirt1 protein in these cells by 20%.89 The antiinflammatory clinical benefits observed by Johnson and Laub may therefore reflect (at least in
part) an increase of sirt1 activity in the immune cells of people who are doing an alternate day
modified fasting regimen.
For years, doctors have known that the pain of rheumatoid arthritis remits substantially when
patients fast for several days; unfortunately, the pain tends to come back soon after they start
eating again.90, 91 The observations of Johnson and Laub may mean that the anti-inflammatory
benefits achieved by strict fasting can be maintained on a sustained basis in people who do a
modified alternate day fasting regimen. The day of substantial calorie consumption permitted on
the Johnson regimen does not seem to offset the benefits of sirt1 activation achieved during the
modified fast, since control of inflammation was nearly as good on fed days as on fasted days;
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this might reflect the fact that sirt1, and some of the protective proteins whose synthesis it
promotes, have long “lifespans” that extend well into the fed day.
Carbohydrate-Concentrated Diets May Represent a Practical Alternative
The modified alternate-day fasting strategy may prove to have very worthwhile practical merit
for patients with chronic inflammatory conditions which respond well to it – particularly if they
are also overweight. Patients who are already lean, or people who aren’t afflicted with such
conditions, may be more apt to find this strategy too rigorous for long-term compliance.
It is however quite conceivable that shorter intermittent fasts – such as those achievable by
consuming only one large meal a day – could also provide some of the aging-retardant and
neuroprotective benefits evoked by alternate-day fasting or calorie restriction. Indeed, Mattson
has urged that one-meal-per-day regimens should be assessed clinically.92 And Herring has
proposed that consuming all one’s daily calories in a single 5 hour period – which he calls a
“fast-5 diet” can be reasonably practical.93 Anecdotally, he reports that this strategy has enabled
him to achieve and maintain a quite significant weight loss, and that he and many others – who
likewise report worthwhile weight loss – have been able to comply with this regimen in the long
term.
Jeremy J. Stone has recently introduced the concept of “carbohydrate-concentrated (CC) diets”
as a generalization of the one-meal-per-day approach.94 By definition, a CC diet is one in which
the great preponderance of the day’s carbohydrate – and all of the high-glycemic-index
carbohydrate – is consumed within a single daily main meal. One or two accessory meals quite
low in carbohydrates are also permitted, but are not required. This strategy is very similar to a
diet program promulgated previously by Drs. Rachael and Richard Heller (differing primarily in
that the Hellers additionally require that the main meal be consumed in a single hour). The
Hellers referred to their program as “The Carbohydrate Addicts Diet” and popularized it in
several best-selling books.95-97 They reported anecdotally that this strategy was quite helpful for
achieving weight loss and weight maintenance in most compliant subjects, and was also
associated with notable improvements in cardiovascular risk factors. The great popularity of the
Hellers’ books – despite the fact that they were ignored by the mainstream medical community –
may have reflected not only the efficacy of this approach for weight control, but also the fact that
their regimen was reasonably easy to comply with, inasmuch as people were allowed to (but not
required to) eat up to 3 meals daily.
Very recently, a controlled trial by Israeli researchers has demonstrated that a carbohydrateconcentrated approach can amplify weight loss in the context of concurrent calorie restriction.98
Overweight policemen were randomized into two groups; all volunteers were asked to consume
1300-1500 kcal daily, and both groups ate the same types of food, but a further requirement for
one of the groups was that virtually all of the day’s carbohydrates be consumed at dinner. At the
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end of the 18 week study, average weight loss had been significantly greater in the CC group
(11.6 kg) than in the control group (9.1 kg). The CC group also achieved greater improvements
in risk factors such as fasting glucose, insulin resistance, LDL and HDL cholesterol, C-reactive
protein, and IL-6. Moreover, the increase in adiponectin level (averaged over a 12-hour period)
was dramatically higher in the CC group (44%) than in the controls (14%); this difference was
disproportionate to the relative losses of body fat, and possibly reflects a specific impact of CC
dieting. Numerical self-rating of hunger enabled the researchers to conclude that hunger was
better controlled throughout the day on the CC regimen, likely accounting for the greater weight
loss achieved by that group. They speculated that this improvement in hunger control resulted
from a shift in the diurnal pattern of leptin secretion, such that higher levels of leptin were seen
during daytime hours. (Alternatively, increased hepatic fat oxidation during the lengthy lowcarb periods may have played a role – as discussed below.) Although this Israeli study entailed
conscious calorie restriction, it seems likely that the greater weight loss associated with a CC
regimen would also be seen during CC dieting without conscious restriction – as reported by the
Hellers.
Stone’s original contribution is to propose that the CC diet approach may be of benefit not only
from the standpoint of healthful weight control, but that it might also evoke, to at least a modest
extent, many of the metabolic benefits associated with alternate-day fasting or calorie restriction,
owing to the fairly long consecutive hours of relatively low insulin, free IGF-I, and glucose
entailed by such a regimen. And he has also drawn attention to the fact that calorie-restricted
animals are effectively practicing CC dieting, as they tend to consume their entire day’s food
allotment within 1-2 hours of receiving it. Masoro also noted this, and went on to show that, in
the context of severe (40%) calorie reduction, giving mice two meals or one meal daily had no
impact on their mean or maximal longevity.99 Nonetheless, this does not prove that CC dieting
per se, with food intake in ad-libitum amounts, might not have a favorable impact on rodent (or
human) longevity or healthy aging. To test this, one could train mice to consume all of their
day’s food (or carbohydrate) within a (say) two hour period every day; mice likely would soon
learn to do this if deprived of their food after two hours every day. The health, leanness, and
longevity of such mice could then be compared to that of mice given free access to food all day.
CC dieting generalizes the one-meal-a-day approach in that it allows (but does not require)
accessory meals or snacks that are quite low in carbohydrates. The insulin secretion provoked by
these meals will hence be a function of their protein content. But protein, calorie per calorie,
tends to boost insulin secretion less than most carbohydrates. Moreover, protein ingestion also
causes pancreatic release of glucagon, a hormone which opposes the impact of insulin on the
liver, and boosts the capacity of the liver to burn fat. Efficient hepatic fat oxidation tends to
control hunger; it does so by sending signals to the brain via the vagus nerve, and also by
boosting the availability of fuel for the brain via increased hepatic production of ketones bodies
and increased liver production of glucose via gluconeogenesis.100, 101 This probably explains
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why, when people have been eating low-carb “Atkins” style diets for days or weeks at a time,
their adaptive loss of hunger is not quenched by ingesting low-carb protein-rich foods – despite a
boost in insulin secretion – whereas a carb-rich meal can bring their appetite roaring back.
Another key effect of glucagon is that it tends to increase the liver’s production of IGFBP-1,
opposing the impact of insulin in that regard.102, 103 An increase in IGFBP-1 opposes the
bioactivity of IGF-I, and is one of the key reasons why the low insulin environment associated
with calorie restriction tends to prevent or postpone cancer and slow the aging process.
So while CC diets that include accessory meals won’t keep insulin levels as low as they would
be during a strict 20-hour fast, the compensatory impact of the accessory meals on glucagon
secretion will tend to aid hunger control, and also may mitigate the impact of modest insulin
rises on cancer risk and aging. Hence, the aging-retardant benefit of CC diets with accessory
meals may be little different from that achieved by one-meal-per-day strategies, and the intervals
between main meals might reasonably be referred to as “quasi-fasting”.
It is also quite conceivable that a CC diet strategy, if adopted as a continuing lifestyle, could
sustain a modest but meaningful degree of “spontaneous” calorie restriction – particularly if the
accessory meals are relatively low in fat as suggested by the Hellers, or are omitted entirely. In
overweight people actively losing fat during the first few months of such a diet, the calorie
restriction may be rather substantial, as the burning of stored fat compensates for dietary calories
not consumed. However, even after weight equilibrates, CC dieters may be consuming fewer
calories than they did previously. This may reflect the appetite control mechanisms evoked by
quasi-fasting metabolism during most of the day (as documented in the Israeli study), which
would help to restrain calorie consumption during the accessory meals; indeed, in the Hellers’
experience, many subjects on CC diets chose to skip one or both of the accessory meals.
Furthermore, during the main meal, it can be uncomfortable and unnatural to consume too great
a number of calories in a short space of time.
Critics could justly argue that the degree of the reductions in insulin, free IGF-I, and glucose
achieved during the 36-hour fasts entailed by alternate-day fasting are likely to be more
substantial, and the duration of these reductions longer, than on CC diets. While such objections
are accurate, it has been established that alternate-day fasting is not a practical alternative for
most humans – whereas CC dieting appears to be substantially more practical. The real question
is whether the less lengthy intervals of decreased insulin, free IGF-I and glucose associated with
CC dieting will be sufficient to evoke in some measure the protective metabolic effects seen with
calorie restriction. To begin to answer this question, long-term clinical trials (preferably of 6-12
months duration) evaluating the impact of ad-libitum CC dieting on parameters such as daily
calorie intake, body composition, urinary C-peptide (to quantify diurnal insulin secretion),
vascular risk factors, markers for oxidative stress or inflammation, psychological function,
proliferation rate in epithelial tissues (perhaps keratinocytes),104 and the activity of sirt1, AMPK,
and antioxidant enzymes in leukocytes, would be desirable. (It is crucial to emphasize that such
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studies must allow ad libitum calorie intake – studies which require a person’s entire typical
daily calorie consumption to be consumed within one meal105 will not replicate the long-term
impact of CC dieting guided by appetite, and clearly will abrogate the weight-loss benefits of this
strategy.)
Moreover, even if rodent studies reveal that CC dieting is not likely to impact maximal longevity
to a meaningful degree, the possibility that worthwhile effects on cancer risk and healthful aging
might be achieved will still merit consideration. At the very least, CC diets may often help to
reverse metabolic syndrome by promoting weight control – no mean benefit in itself.
Lessons from Ramadan
During the month of Ramadan, Moslems eat a pre-dawn breakfast and then abstain from food or
drink until sundown, at which time they often enjoy a prolonged feast. While this is clearly
different from CC dieting (as breakfast will usually contain carbohydrate), Ramadan fasting does
entail 12 consecutive hours without food each day. A number of medical studies have evaluated
impacts of Ramadan fasting on risk factors. Although the results of these studies are not
uniform, there is a trend (significant in some studies) toward weight loss and fat loss during the
month. Rather substantial increases in HDL cholesterol and apo-A1 are also typically reported,
insulin sensitivity tends to rise, and marked reductions of serum IL-6 and C-reactive protein,
suggestive of improved adipocyte function, have also been noted.106-110 These latter effects
appear to be disproportionate to the usually modest weight loss achieved. It will be of interest to
determine whether analogous effects are evoked by CC dieting.
Amplifying the Benefits with Plant-Based Food Choices
Recently, longevity researchers at Washington University were surprised to discover that longterm calorie restriction does not notably lower serum IGF-I levels in humans – even though such
restriction lowers IGF-I by about 40% in rodents.111 (This likely reflects the fact that, whereas
calorie restriction down-regulates growth hormone secretion in rodents, it fails to do so in
humans.112, 113) In light of the central role which IGF-I bioactivity is believed to play in the
regulation of aging, this must have come as a bit of a shock to practitioners of calorie restriction!
Fortunately, it is likely that calorie restriction lowers IGF-I bioactivity in humans, since the low
insulin levels associated with it up-regulate the IGF-I antagonist IGFBP-1. Nonetheless, it seems
likely that calorie restriction per se will have a lesser impact on IGF-I bioactivity in humans than
it does it rodents.
The silver lining of the Washington University research is the discovery that serum IGF-I levels
are indeed lower – by about 30% - in people who habitually consume whole-food vegan diets of
moderate protein content, even when they are making no effort to restrict calories.111 Decreased
IGF-I levels in those consuming vegan or quasi-vegan diets have been reported previously, and
arguably may reflect a down-regulatory impact of moderate essential amino acid restriction on
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hepatic IGF-I production.114-116 This phenomenon may help to explain the relative rarity of
“Western” cancers in societies whose traditional diets are quasi-vegan.117 It also should be noted
that, at the time that Okinawans were engaged in calorie restriction, their food choices were
incredibly low in animal products – only about 3% of total calories!3 The Okinawans are the only
clear example we have at present of an increase in maximal lifespan achieved by humans;
whether their quasi-vegan traditional diet was key to this remains unknown.
The possible benefit of moderate essential amino acid restriction brings to mind the interesting
phenomenon that dietary methionine restriction – giving rodents ad libitum access to food that is
relatively low in methionine (20% of the content of control diets) achieves an increase in mean
and maximal longevity about half as great as that achieved by substantial calorie restriction.118,
119
More recent studies show that decreasing dietary methionione content by 40-80% is
associated with a reduction in mitochondrial complex I superoxide generation, and that this
phenomenon appears to be primarily responsible for the decrease in mitochondrial superoxide
production observed during calorie restriction.120, 121 It has been suggested that, inasmuch as
most plant proteins are relatively low in methionine relative to animal proteins, a vegan diet of
modest protein content might be capable of evoking, at least to a modest degree, the life
extension and antioxidant benefit achieved by methionine restriction in rodents.122, 123
Vegan diets – and Mediterranean food choices as well – tend to have a favorable effect on
muscle insulin sensitivity owing to the low saturate-unsaturate ratio of their dietary fat.124 This
of course would be expected to down-regulate diurnal insulin secretion – an effect which would
presumably complement the impact of CC diets on diurnal insulin. Conversely, saturated fat not
only tends to increase LDL cholesterol, but it is more likely than unsaturates (especially
monounsaturates) to provoke inflammation in the arterial endothelium, liver, or other tissues.125,
126
These findings are probably pertinent to a recent epidemiological analysis, employing data
from the prospective Nurses’ Health Study and the Health Professionals’ Follow-Up Study,
which found that those who followed low-carbohydrate diets rich in animal products tended to
have increased mortality compared to controls, whereas those following low-carbohydrate diets
composed primarily of plant products had decreased mortality compared to controls.127
These considerations appear to imply that CC diets featuring moderate-protein vegan food
choices are likely to achieve the greatest reductions in diurnal insulin and in free IGF-I, and
hence may have the greatest potential to achieve some of the metabolic benefits associated with
calorie restriction or alternate-day fasting. The accessory meals with such a regimen could
feature green leafy vegetables and other low-carb vegetables, vinegar, oils, nuts, and soy
products such as tofu or edamame; or one or both accessory meal could be skipped altogether.
The present author has been following such a regimen, at least several days a week, for about a
year, so he can attest that it is not impossible.
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With respect to the fat employed with CC dieting, almonds, which provide primarily oleic acid,
may have special utility for minimizing diurnal insulin secretion. Jenkins and colleagues have
reported that isocaloric substitution of 36 g of almonds for a muffin in a day’s diet is associated
with a reduction of diurnal insulin secretion (assessed by urinary C-peptide output) by about a
third; the degree of benefit observed is disproportionate to that expected from withdrawing the
muffin carbohydrates, and presumably reflects a special property of almonds.128
It should also be noted that, even though dietary fat provokes little insulin secretion and does not
directly raise blood glucose, an excess of free fatty acids (and possibly ketone bodies) in fat
people overconsuming fatty foods is likely to abrogate the up-regulatory effect of low glucose on
sirt1 and AMPK activities. Moreover, an excess of ectopic fat in skeletal muscle – particularly
saturated fat – can have an adverse impact on insulin sensitivity and hence raise diurnal insulin
secretion. Notably, feeding rodents a low-carb, high-fat diet does not extent their lifespans.
Exercising moderation in the fat content of accessory meals (and the main meal) is therefore
advisable if CC diets are to have an optimal impact on weight control and health. Indeed, the
Hellers emphasize this.
A quick comment on exercise is also warranted. Aerobic training done during fasting
metabolism – or the quasi-fasting metabolism that prevails most of the day during CC dieting should have the most worthwhile impact on loss of body fat and improvement of insulin
sensitivity, and hence should aid the minimization of diurnal insulin associated with CC
dieting.129-131 Moderate-intensity aerobic training may also lower serum IGF-I slightly.132
Metformin or Berberine as Adjuvants for CC Diets
It seems unlikely that 20 hours or so of carbohydrate avoidance will decrease glucose levels and
glycogen stores as greatly as they are during the fasting period of alternate-day fasting; indeed,
that may be why CC diets are less stressful and hence more practical. As a result, CC diets may
not activate AMPK and Sirt1 – which effectively function as cellular calorie sensors – as
thoroughly as alternate-day fasting does. However, activation of AMPK has emerged as the key
mechanism of action of the widely employed diabetes drug metformin;133, 134 moreover, AMPK
has recently been shown to boost Sirt1 activity by increasing expression of nicotinamide
phosphoribosyltransferase, the enzyme which generates Sirt1’s obligate substrate NAD+.135, 136
In addition, metformin’s well known ability to down-regulate gluconeogenesis and hepatic
glucose output could be expected to further diminish serum glucose and insulin levels. Hence,
employing metformin as an adjuvant to CC diets would likely potentiate the ability of such diets
to suppress signaling via insulin/IGF-I and mTORC1, while boosting AMPK, Sirt1, and Foxo
activities – better mimicking the key metabolic effects of calorie restriction thought to mediate
its favorable impact on longevity.
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Unlike some diabetes drugs, metformin cannot provoke severe hypoglycemia, and hence can be
used safely by non-diabetics. Moreover, a growing number of epidemiological studies and the
UK Prospective Diabetes Study conclude that metformin-treated diabetics are less likely than
diabetics treated with other agents (establishing a comparable degree of glycemic control) to
experience heart attack, stroke, and many types of cancer; indeed, their total mortality is
decreased.137-140 In pre-diabetics, metformin therapy helps to prevent or postpone the onset of
diabetes.141 The possibility that metformin could be employed as a calorie restriction mimetic
has been raised by a number of researchers, and lifelong treatment with metformin has increased
average and sometimes maximal lifespan in some though not all strains of rodents.142-146 Since
metformin is quite safe in recommended doses, and is well tolerated aside from some GI upset
that afflicts a minority of patients and tends to become less significant with time, this agent may
have practical potential as an adjuvant to CC dieting and other diet strategies intended to retard
the aging process.
Alternatively, the herb-derived compound berberine, long employed in China as a diabetes
therapy, can also activate AMPK, and hence may have pro-longevity potential comparable to
that of metformin.147-149 Berberine has the adjunctive advantage that it up-regulates hepatic
expression of the LDL receptor by a post-transcriptional mechanism that is complementary to the
impact of statins.150, 151
Because of its ability to boost longevity and Sirt1 activity in “lower” organisms, resveratrol has
also attracted attention as a potential calorie restriction mimetic. However, there is now evidence
that resveratrol-mediated activation of Sirt1 is downstream from, and wholly dependent on,
AMPK activation.152-154 Furthermore, resveratrol’s stimulatory impact on AMPK, reflecting
partial inhibition of mitochondrial ATP synthase, requires low micromolar concentrations which
are difficult to achieve or sustain in humans with feasible oral doses.155-158 Moreover, unlike
metformin or berberine, resveratrol has never been shown to aid glycemic control in diabetics –
an expected consequence of AMPK activation. These considerations suggest that resveratrol has
considerably less practical potential for extension of human lifespan than do either metformin or
berberine.
Remarkably, recent studies by Hardie and colleagues establish that the majority of agents know
to activate AMPK/Sirt1 – including metformin, berberine, and resveratrol - do so by
compromising the efficiency of the mitochondrial respiratory chain or the mitochondrial ATP
synthase, and thereby raising the cellular AMP/ATP ratio; 2-deoxyglucose achieves a
comparable effect by inhibiting glycolysis.155 Hence, these agents create a “fuel shortage” signal
comparable to that evoked by calorie deficit.
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A Caution – IGF-I Activity Promotes Vascular Health
Insulin and IGF-I activation endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) via the PI3K/Akt signaling
pathway; they also boost endothelial expression of eNOS mRNA and protein.159-162 There is
ample evidence that efficient eNOS activity works in various ways to counter atherogenesis and
decrease risk for myocardial infarction and stroke.163 Delafontaine and colleagues have shown
that, in atherosclerosis-prone ApoE-deficient mice, a modest genetically-determined decrease in
serum IGF-I exacerbates atherogenesis; conversely, continual infusion of IGF-I inhibits
atherogenesis in apo-E deficiency, while boosting aortic eNOS expression.162, 164 These authors
also demonstrate that IGF-I counteracts the pro-oxidative impact of oxidized LDL on endothelial
cells – an effect independent of eNOS activity.
Some but not all epidemiological studies have associated low-normal IGF-I levels with increased
risk for ischemic heart disease or stroke.165 It is hard to say whether low IGF-I is actually the
mediator of this increased risk, since metabolic syndrome tends to down-regulate IGF-I levels
(its tendency to boost IGF-I bioactivity results in a feedback reduction of hepatic IGF-I
biosynthesis), and the aging process per se leads to a decrease in serum IGF-I. Intriguingly,
whereas quasi-vegan Third World societies have typically enjoyed low risk for coronary disease
(presumably because their LDL levels tend to be quite low), some – especially those which
heavily salt their food and hence are prone to hypertension – are at high risk for stroke, and it has
been suggested that low serum IGF-I may play a role in this phenomenon.166 (Low LDL
cholesterol may also contribute to increased risk for hemorrhagic stroke in these populations.)
Low serum IGF-I may also have a negative impact on prognosis following stroke;167 in part, this
may reflect the fact that IGF-I supports the function of endothelial progenitor cells by stimulating
eNOS.162, 168
These phenomena do not come into play in rodent calorie restriction studies because most strains
of rodents are not prone to die from coronary disease or stroke. They may be much more
pertinent to humans. How ironic that the same signaling pathway that aids vascular health, also
increases cancer risk and blocks protective autophagy!
The vascular health of people who achieve worthwhile weight loss from CC diets should benefit
from a favorable impact on metabolic syndrome; this likely will outweigh any countervailing
effect of decreased insulin/IGF-I on vascular eNOS activity. Low insulin aids blood pressure
control by down-regulating sympathetic activity and renal sodium retention, and any antiinflammatory effect of CC diets should also benefit vascular health.169 Nevertheless, in CC
dieters who are at vascular risk owing to an adverse lipoprotein profile and/or hypertension,
adjunctive measures to boost vascular NO bioactivity - thereby compensating for the impact of
low insulin/IGF-I - may be warranted. Strategies that may be useful in this regard include
aerobic exercise training; agents, such as spirulina or high-dose folate, which inhibit endothelial
oxidative stress; polyphenols (such as quercetin or cocoa flavanols) which provoke increased
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eNOS activity; metformin or berberine and possibly vinegar (which stimulate eNOS via AMPK);
supplemental citrulline; and a high intake of dietary nitrate.170-177 (Obviously, optimization of
the lipoprotein profile and of blood pressure should also be indicated in this situation.)
Summing Up

It is commonly thought that the aging-retardant benefits observed in rodent calorie restriction
studies are not likely to be feasibly achievable by humans – because the self-denial required
would be too rigorous and would need to be implemented for most of the lifespan, or because
rodents might be inherently more responsive to this strategy. But the meta-analysis of rodent
studies conducted by Merry concludes that the increase in life expectancy achieved should be
proportional both to the degree of restriction and the proportion of the lifespan this restriction is
implemented – implying that some worthwhile benefit should be achievable even if modest
restriction is implemented for less than half the lifespan. Moreover, the five-year increase in
maximum lifespan observed in elderly Okinawans – who were only moderately restricted for
about half their lives - in conjunction with the encouraging results now being observed in
ongoing calorie restriction studies with rhesus monkeys, suggest that primates, like rodents, are
indeed reasonably responsive to calorie restriction. And the discovery that alternate-day fasting
has longevity and hormesis benefits analogous to those of calorie restriction, even if weekly
calorie intake does not decline notably, suggests that diet strategies more practical than daily
underfeeding may be capable of achieving comparable benefits for health and longevity. Indeed,
the marked anti-inflammatory benefits of modified alternate-day fasting in humans provide some
support for this view.
In this regard, the CC diet strategy discussed here is of particular interest in light of its
demonstrable practicality. The experience of the Hellers and of Herring shows that a great many
people are capable of adopting this lifestyle on a continuing basis, often with positive
consequences for body weight and risk factors. And recent Israeli research confirms that
carbohydrate concentration does indeed tend to promote appropriate weight loss.
At minimum, CC diets have considerable potential for promoting leanness and thereby reducing
risk for metabolic syndrome and the panoply of distressing health consequences – hypertension,
heart attack, stroke, congestive heart failure, non-alcoholic steatohepatitis, dementia, many types
of cancer, and possibly even osteoarthritis – that flow from it. This is doubly true for CC diets
that are plant-based, as vegan diets per se promote leanness and insulin sensitivity. However, a
key advantage of the CC diet concept is that it is ecumenical – people do not need to give up
their traditional food choices to adopt it, merely to change the times at which they eat those
foods. Hence, the CC approach has the potential for considerable popular appeal.
But there is also a reasonable prospect that CC diets will provide protection from age-linked
degenerative diseases beyond that conferred by leanness per se, while also slowing the aging
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process. It is clear from rodent studies that repeated extended episodes in which insulin, free
IGF-I, and glucose levels are lowered can replicate the health-protective and aging-retardant
benefits associated with daily calorie restriction. It is quite conceivable that the low-insulin
episodes associated with CC diets may be long enough and intense enough to evoke these
benefits in humans to a meaningful degree. Moreover, long-term compliance with such diets
might well be associated with a modest reduction in daily calorie intake (beyond that predictable
from decreased body mass) even after weight equilibration has occurred - thereby achieving a
measure of genuine calorie restriction without necessitating rigorous “calorie counting”.
Particularly in light of the evident practical potential of CC diets for promoting leanness, this
strategy merits formal clinical evaluation in long-term studies; some of these studies should
examine its impact on biomarkers that are typically modulated by calorie restriction or alternateday fasting, while also estimating calorie intake after weight plateaus.
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